New Vascular Anomaly in a Girl With Turner Syndrome: Mid-Aortic Narrowing
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Abstract

Turner syndrome is most frequently caused by X monosomy in girls due to nondisjunction during the first meiotic division in one of the parents. Other numeric and structural anomalies of X chromosome have also been described. Broad spectrum of hearth and grand vessels anomalies including coarctation of the aorta, bicuspid aortal valve, and aortal arch anomalies can occur in Turner syndrome. We present a girl with Turner syndrome accompanied by an uncommon anomaly of the aorta. The girl presented with a severe hypertension at the age of 6 years. Treatment with calcium channel blockers and ACE II inhibitor had a modest response. Chromosomal analysis was delayed due to the modest dysmorphic features and revealed X monosomy (45, X0). Exploring the etiology of the hypertension, assessment of the kidney function, aortography and renal angiography were performed. Mid-aortic narrowing syndrome (MAS) consisting of continuous narrowing of the aorta beginning from the elongated aortal arch towards the thoracic and abdominal part, with several hypoplastic and irregular renal arteries at the ports of the horseshoe kidney was confirmed. During the follow up, the girl presented other cardinal features of the Turner syndrome such as delayed growth and puberty as well as the Hashimoto thyroiditis and was treated accordingly. MAS is extremely rare in children, and, to our knowledge, has not been described previously in a patient with Turner syndrome. In conclusion, in addition to the aortic arch, evaluation of the whole length of the aorta should be recommended in girls with Turner syndrome.
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Introduction

Turner syndrome is a common sex chromosome anomaly with a prevalence of 1:2500 female children. Monosomy X is the most common cause of the syndrome. Other numeric or structural abnormalities of one of the X chromosomes might also appear (mosaicism, isochromosome Xq, deletions of the p or q arm of one of the X chromosomes, X ring etc) [1, 2]. Growth retardation, hypergonadotrophic hypogonadism due to streak ovaries, and specific phenotypic features are classical manifestations of the syndrome. Visceral malformations are common in Turner syndrome and do not correlate with the chromosomal change [3]. Girls with Turner syndrome are also at risk for autoimmune diseases such as Hashimoto thyroiditis [2]. Cardiovascular abnormalities are common in Turner syndrome mostly affecting aortic isthmus and arch [4, 5]. Broad spectrum of anomalies has been described: elongation of the transverse arch, aortic coarctation, and aberrant right subclavian artery [3-7]. Douchin S et al found any of the mentioned anomalies in 30% of patients with Turner syndrome. On a large number of patients they found bicuspid aortic valve in 19.2%, abnormalities of the aortic isthmus in 15.4%, kinking aorta or coarctation, and aortic regurgitation in 7.7%, mitral stenosis in 3.8%, partial anomalous venous drenage in 3.8%, patent ductus arteriosus in 3.8%, and left superior vena cava in 11.5% [8]. Other authors report that 45 - 50% of patients with Turner syndrome have cardiovascular anomalies. Many other abnormalities of the arterial, venous and lymphatic vessels have been described in case reports [9-11]. To our knowledge, this is a first report of a mid-aortic narrowing syndrome (MAS) in a girl with Turner syndrome.

Case Report

The girl was a second child of young healthy parents. She was born after a normal pregnancy, at term, with birth weight 2000 g, and length 47 cm. Her motor development was delayed; she started to walk alone at the age of 4 years, stopped wetting bed at 5 years, and was enrolled at school at the age of 9 years. Cardiac murmur was detected in infancy, how-
ever, it was considered functional; only follow up was recommended. At the age of 6 years, hypertension of 160/100 mmHg was detected. Electrolytes were within normal range, potassium 4.5 mmol/L (3.6 - 5), sodium 139 mmol/L (137 - 145), calcium 2.35 mmol/L (2.10 - 2.55). Urea was 6.0 mmol/L (2.5 - 7.1), and creatinine was 58 mol/L (62 - 133). Ultrasound revealed horseshoe kidney. Therapy with ACE II inhibitor (enalapril) was initiated. No further analyses were performed until the age of 10 years when she was referred to hospital for the control of the delayed growth, hypertension, and severe headaches.

At admission she was a slim and short girl (height and weight 3 SD below the mean for the age). She had some dysmorphic features: micrognathia, irregular teeth, low set ears, anti-mongoloid slanted orbits, hypoplastic nipples, and cubitus valgus. Turner syndrome was confirmed by karyotype analysis (45, X0). FSH and LH levels were increased, 95.1U/L and 12/7 U/L respectively. Estrogens were low (0.025 ng/ml). Hypoplastic uterus and streak ovaries were seen on ultrasound.

The major problem of this girl was a permanent and severe hypertension accompanied with severe headaches. Continuous 24 hours monitoring of the blood pressure showed permanent hypertension with an average of 150/100 mmHg. Catecholamines in the urine were normal. She had cardiac 2/6 systolic murmur. Femoral artery pulse was weaker on palpation. Blood pressure on the lower limbs was 110/80 mmHg. Doppler pletismography showed attenuated pulsations on the lower limbs. On ultrasound of the hearth, dilated and elongated aortic arch was detected, with subsequent continuous narrowing towards abdominal aorta. Hypertrophy of the myocardium of the left hearth chamber and septum were seen (Fig. 1, 2). Aortography confirmed enlarged and elongated arch of the aorta and narrowing of the aorta all the
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Cardiovascular malformations and complications are common in Turner syndrome with a prevalence ranging from 17 - 45% [3-6, 8, 12]. Coarctation of the aorta and bicuspid aortic valve, alone or in combination comprise 50% of cardiac malformations [7]. Other vascular anomalies such as pulmonary, duodenal and jugular vascular anomalies have been described [9-11, 13]. Venous anomalies have also been reported [14]. Structure of the large arteries differs in Turner women compared to healthy controls which might contribute to the vascular complications [15]. Aortic dissection is among the most severe complications of the bicuspid aortic valve and coarctation of the aorta. Aortic root diameter has been found normal according to the area of body surface in Turner girls although it is larger compared with the diameter in the general population with the same body surface [16, 17]. This finding is less pronounced in adolescents compared with adult patients [18]. It is not known whether the baseline aortic diameter changes over time since no longitudinal studies of aortic root diameter changes in Turner women have been reported.

Hypertension is a frequent finding in Turner girls and women. About 1 in 3 young girls and 1 in 2 adults have a high blood pressure requiring treatment. Most of these hypertensive patients in adulthood will have essential hypertension. In young girls it is due to the coarctation of the aorta or kidney malformations that are variable and more common in Turner girls than in the general population. Horseshoe kidney does not regularly cause hypertension. Our patient, in addition to the horseshoe kidney had severe hypoplastic renal arteries due to MAS which was probably the main cause of severe hypertension and difficulties in the treatment. Hypertension is perceived as a common reason for aortic dissection. In a series of 101 Turner patients Mortensen KH et al. performing cardiovascular magnetic resonance found dilatation of aorta in all checked points including the descending part. They confirmed the association of a larger aortic caliber with the rate of dissection [19].

MAS is an uncommon condition characterized with narrowing of abdominal aorta and stenosis of its major branches. Total of 102 cases were analyzed by Setha BC et al where the mean age at diagnosis was 14.3 years [20]. Although it appears mostly in children and young adults, several newborns and premature infant with this syndrome have been recently described [21, 22]. Smooth segmental narrowing of the abdominal aorta with concomitant stenosis at the origins of the renal arteries was detected in 91% of the patients [23]. Hypertension was a leading sign, and angiography was the method of choice for the diagnosis even in the youngest age group. Thus, our patient has all vascular characteristics of MAS. Some of the patients had different syndromes such as neurofibromatosis, Williams syndrome and persistent esinophillia [2]. Findings in our patient suggest that MAS should be sought in Turner patients also, especially if a refractory hypertension is detected. One can speculate that if aortic lumen is investigated by angiography, more hypertensive patients with Turner syndrome might be found to have MAS. In rare occasions, as in our patient, even ultrasound examination could point to MAS [24]. Recently, computed tomographic angiography and magnetic resonance angiography are proposed as a method of choice for the confirmation of aortic lumen.

Figure 3. Abdominal aorta with continuous narrowing. Several hypoplastic renal arteries and many other collateral small vessels are seen emerging from the aorta.
of the diagnosis [10, 25]. Collateral widening of the blood vessels is a regular finding in these patients and was present in our patient. Collaterals prolong the survival of the kidneys which will suffer hypo-perfusion eventually. Kidney damage is a cause of death in patients with MAS before the fifth decade of life if not treated surgically. Aortic by-pass grafting is a method of choice for treatment of MAS. The timing is usually dependent upon the possibility for conservative control of the hypertension [23]. Reported medical management options include percutaneous intervention, renal auto-transplantation, and bypass of diseased portions of the aorta with prosthetic or autologous conduits. Operative treatment is not always easy and depends on the lumen and position of the stenosis [26, 27]. In our patient, it was not possible due to the extremely narrow lumen and position of the renal arteries.

In conclusion, we present a new aortic anomaly, e.g. MAS in a patient with Turner syndrome accompanied by horseshoe kidney, and we suggest that in patients with Turner syndrome who have hypertension, the aortic evaluation should encompass all length of the aorta rather than the aortic arch only.
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